BUSINESS AUTOMATION SOFTWARE FOR PRINT AND PACKAGING

EFI Auto-Count® 1000

Shop Floor Production Intelligence and Precision Counting and Control

The Auto-Count 1000 is a premier counting and control system configured for your high speed production equipment. It delivers precision counting technology to every piece of equipment in the press room and bindery. The Auto-Count 1000 configuration uses an array of special sensors and/or a direct connection to your machine console to gather data. This feature provides a powerful and cost-effective solution for smaller webs, sheetfed presses, flexographic presses, digital presses and finishing equipment.

Auto-Count’s user interface is customised to handle Job/Non-Job Stock for sheetfed presses, Number Up for binders and stitchers, or Roll Display for your roll-to-roll presses. Auto-Count also is integrated with EFI print management systems, enabling a seamless flow of data that provides you with greater visibility into your printing operation.

Auto-Count 1000 provides excellent ROI for your business with its ability to:

- Automate production.
- Collect and share production data in real-time.
- Maximise the potential of high-speed production equipment.
- Reduce waste.
- Improve reporting.

Eliminates Overruns and Underruns
Auto-Count cuts waste by making overruns unnecessary. A sophisticated sensor system hits production counts on the button, and Auto-Count can even be set up to alert the operator as the end of a production run approaches with an option to shut down the press when the required net is reached. Auto-Count also matches counts on press with counts in the bindery for better control and less waste.

Reduces Waste
Accurate net counts are only the beginning. Auto-Count directly addresses a recurring cost in print production – paper waste. Auto-Count’s better management information helps identify and analyse chronic production problems. Visual feedback, alerts and automated shutdown options all work together to hit production targets on single and multipart jobs. Together, these features dramatically reduce paper consumption with a direct impact on your bottom line.

Integrates with your EFI Management System
Auto-Count integrates with EFI Monarch, Pace™, Logic™ and PSI™ print management systems. This integration improves productivity by allowing operators to download run specifications right at your press console, reducing manual data entry while increasing production accuracy. Auto-Count updates your management system with production counts and activity – putting the information that you need on your desktop in real time. Your managers, CSRs, schedulers and sales staff can check job status and respond to production events faster than ever before.

Integrate with your EFI PrintFlow Dynamic Scheduling
Auto-Count integrates with your EFI PrintFlow® Dynamic Scheduling solution by displaying the scheduled jobs to the machine operators in the order that they must be run. PrintFlow is then updated in real time as the jobs are produced and completed.